
TKR TRANSCRIPT: DR. DEAN RADIN IN CONFERENCE18 July 2009 at www.dojopsi.com/chat/
Ten Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project (“TKR”)Project Home: http://www.tenthousandroads.comDiscussion Forum: http://www.dojopsi.info/forum/Viewer Studios & RV Galleries: http://www.dojopsi.com/tkr/Email: “Remote-Viewing” at Yahoo and Google groups

Introduction to the chat guest:A web page made to feature Dr. Radin and this transcript is located here: http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/DrRadin/
TKR on Dr. Radin's invitation to chat: Dean Radin began in classical music as a concert  
violinist, continued into a Master's degree in Electrical Engineering, and then a Ph.D. in Psychology.  
For a decade he worked on advanced telecommunications R&D; for over two decades he has been 
engaged in consciousness research. He is author or coauthor of over 200 technical and popular 
articles, a dozen book chapters, and several books including the bestselling The Conscious Universe 
(HarperOne, 1997) and Entangled Minds (Simon & Schuster, 2006). He is currently Senior Scientist  
at the Institute of Noetic Sciences (IONS). His website is http://www.deanradin.com and his blog is  
http://deanradin.blogspot.com.

This transcript was obtained from a live chat held in the TKR chat room at the Dojo Psi. Copyright © 2009 to Dean Radin and Palyne “PJ” Gaenir (www.palyne.com) on behalf of TKR and the Dojo Psi. (Transcript integrity notes: typos corrected, topical Q&A put more cohesively together, room traffic ignored.) Chat moderator: PJ Gaenir.Dr. Dean Radin in Conference at TKR [moderated session July 18, 2009 at 4:00pm Eastern Daylight Time at www.dojopsi.com/chat/]
We are Ten Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project aka "TKR."  The rules are  
simple: Relax, have fun, be cordial, no politics or religion. Remote Viewing rocks!Palyne_Gaenir:  This is a moderated chat conference with Dr. Dean Radin. Most of you know of Dr. Radin, and I see we have several questions in the queue already. Time to let him in! Dr. Radin, hello!  Welcome to TKR.Dr._Dean_Radin: Hello!Palyne_Gaenir: We're delighted you were willing to join us. We're a large project of hands-on viewers and we're all fans of your work. We've got quite a few questions for you already, are you ready? :-)Dr._Dean_Radin: All set.
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Palyne_Gaenir: Have there been any quantitative studies or experiments comparing the PSI ability of animals versus humans? If so were there any interesting results, and which group performed statistically better?Dr._Dean_Radin: Specifically comparing humans and animals ... not that I'm aware of.Palyne_Gaenir: Any on animals at all?Dr._Dean_Radin: Oh yes. Sheldrake's studies are best known, involving dogs, cats, birds.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think psi will eventually be proven to be a quantum effect or that conventional physics will provide the explanation?Dr._Dean_Radin: Quantum as we presently know it, perhaps not. Conventional, which I take to mean classical physics, I am guessing not. It will take a "new" physics to really do the job, but IMO quantum models are better than any classical mode.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think that different results by different researchers are influenced by their reality constructs i. e.; belief systems?Dr._Dean_Radin: Almost certainly yes. Experimenter expectancy effects, and the sheep-goat effect, both argue for this.Palyne_Gaenir: Dr. Ed May told us conducted an experiment at SRI relating to RNG, and he found that precog was happening but not RI or PK.  Any comments?Dr._Dean_Radin: We see what we want to see, that goes for Ed and for me. That's why I think it's not possible (yet) to find ways of separating experimenters from the experiment, no matter how hard we try. But this also provides a possible clue as to how psi "works."Palyne_Gaenir: That seems like it would really complicate doing 'objective science'.Dr._Dean_Radin: Truly objective science is a myth. It doesn't exist in any discipline, regardless of how "hard" they may think it is. Experimenter effects are rife throughout science. (Not so much in technology, however. But that's a different issue.)Palyne_Gaenir: Precognition seems to happen in relation to survival (i.e. coming danger) and mundane events (i.e. knowing who's on the phone before answering.) What do you think sparks seemingly "random" precognitive events? Any theories?Dr._Dean_Radin: There's plenty of room for genuine coincidences out there, so not every 
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precognition is a "real" one. But even for the apparently mundane coincidences, I think in the right frame of mind  the whole world can appear to synchronistic. That's what all the mystics have said, and I suspect that within that framework they're right.Palyne_Gaenir: Are there any true ways to prevent experimenter expectancy effects in the lab? Unique protocols?Dr._Dean_Radin: As long as someone is involved as an investigator, then the answer is no. Of course, how to do an experiment that is completely independent of someone watching, we don't know how to do. Tree falling in the forest ...Palyne_Gaenir: Has there been any study specific to the ability to psychically "hear" (via that sense) phrases or words, "verbal" data?Dr._Dean_Radin: Not that I'm aware of, at least not specifically involving something like clairaudience as the target. Some people do report this in ESP tests in general, but as *the* target, I can't think of such a study.  BTW in the previous question, there is a way to study the experimenter effect -- by asking people with different a priori expectations to do the same study. And when that is done you do find that the results split along the lines of their expectation.Palyne_Gaenir: When you said: "IMO quantum models are better than any classical model" - Entanglement does not carry data, yet there is apparent data transmission in telepathy and remote viewing. How do you see quantum models addressing psi function?Dr._Dean_Radin: Imagine that we all are carrying walkie talkies with open mics. Most of the time all you'll hear is noise, but if someone speaks your name, you're very likely to hear it. So our unconscious attention filtering mechanisms can capture info of interest, *without* any signals being passed. I.e., a quantum model is holistic, so in that model we're all connected all the time. No signals.Palyne_Gaenir: You said: "Experimenter effects are rife throughout science. (Not so much in technology, however. But that's a different issue.)" Any interesting or useful psi technology?Dr._Dean_Radin: There is something like a half-dozen patents or patents pending for various psi technologies, so far. None are ready for prime time yet, but it shows that some of the science (mostly PK but not exclusively) is beginning to end up in the hands of engineers, who are trying to use the phenomena to build interesting things.Palyne_Gaenir: Ingo Swann has written on psi theory, that perhaps we have quite physical 'receptors' for 'psi-based information', but they are either not formatted well (e.g. like a 
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sense seldom used), or aren't neurally-mapped-to-meaning. What do you think of this idea?Dr._Dean_Radin: If there are such receptors, they have to be in use all the time. I.e., I don't think we have magic spots in our brains that are the psi neurons. Rather, I expect that we'll soon start seeing evidence for quantum biological effects (we already have actually), and a quantum view of neuron functioning will be dramatically different than conventional neuroscience says today.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think there are any methods or techniques that one can do to contribute to a "stronger psi effect," or aid in tapping into our psi potentials?Dr._Dean_Radin: The classic answer is meditation, or really any form of attention training. I expect that there are differences for different kinds of meditative techniques, but we don't know enough yet about which is best for a given individual. In my studies meditators almost always do better, in any kind of psi experiment, than non-meditators.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think there is something to the idea of parallel universes?Dr._Dean_Radin: Some physicists certainly think so, because the math implies it. I like the idea because it brings to mind TV shows like "Sliders." But is it really real? I don't know.Palyne_Gaenir: What are your thoughts on the presentiment effect?Dr._Dean_Radin: To date about 20 replications, of which almost all are in the predicted direction, and about half are independently significant. So I think there's an [effect] there.Palyne_Gaenir: The Russians did experiments with electronic enhancement of psi phenomena but allegedly didn't get any results.  Have we done any that you know of? And what results , if any, are there?Dr._Dean_Radin: Andrija Puharich claimed that charged or floating Faraday cages could enhance psi effects, but I'm not aware of anyone trying to replicate his findings. Other than that, very few such experiments of this type have been published in the Western world.Palyne_Gaenir: Can psi be related to synaesthesia. Maybe the connections on the brain are not made to give us full access to psi. Maybe some of us have some more connections. Has there been any psi experiments in people with synaesthesia?Dr._Dean_Radin: Nothing systematic. Indirectly creative people (artists, musicians, etc.) do show higher belief and performance in psi tests, and that group also shows more 
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synaesthesia than "non creative" folks. When I was playing the violin a lot in my youth I often experienced synaesthesia that mixed sound and color.Palyne_Gaenir: Note: The topic of testing psi within a Faraday cage has come up. Dr. May says it's been done, EM has no effect. Dr. Tart says it's been done, it does have effect. Ingo Swann wrote in 'Psychic Sexuality' that he worked with Dr. Elmer Green on this subject and it had a huge effect. Now we're all confused. :-) Aside from that specific (Faraday) work, I recall that you're an electrical engineer -- so have you seen any _other_ related research that might speak to the question?Dr._Dean_Radin: Confusion is the normal state of affairs at the edge of the known, so don't let that throw you! One of the primary qualities a psi researcher needs is comfort with ambiguity, because it's your constant companion.  As for other methods, there is a Romanian couple who have published a few studies suggesting that certain radio frequencies can enhance psi performance. I don't know anyone who has attempted to replicate their work yet.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you think everybody has the capacity for a decent amount of 'practical' psi, or that genetics environ tend to breed adults with varying levels of innate ability? Do you think we can consciously change our potential, whatever it might be? In context here -- we are viewers, so most people want to get more psychic than whatever they are. :-)Dr._Dean_Radin: The talent analogy is the best we know to date. I can play golf, but no amount of practice will ever make me as good as Tiger Woods. For the folks reading this chat, the likelihood is that you already have some talent, otherwise you wouldn't be interested in this topic and pursuing it seriously. But without talent and interest, I'm not sure there's a magic pill that will transform you into a super-psychic (although I've written a screenplay about this concept). About becoming more psychic: There are good reasons *not* to want to become highly psychic, because it carries a price. Super-sensitivity for some people is extremely disturbing. At extreme levels it can drive you nuts. So what we want is to turn it on and off at will, and that's where some native talent can help.Palyne_Gaenir: In this field outside science, 'psi methodology' - dominantly Ingo Swann's experimental version from the early 1980s, but also others - is so huge a focus that it's actually taken over the issue of protocol and more. There are several questions here about method so I'm combining them into this: Have you seen any psychic method which has had notably better results in psychic subjects?Dr._Dean_Radin: Any psychic method: No.  To elaborate a bit, have various methods been systematically *compared* so we know which is better? No. And my guess is that method is not as important as talent. At least at this stage in our understanding that's the case, 
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and it is confirmed by highly advanced meditators in the East. Some can meditator for 30 years and gain a tiny bit of clairvoyance. Others can just start meditating and get blasted into outer space. So talent or the "gift" is the single biggest predictor of success that we know. Some day as we understand what is meant by talent there's a good chance that we can find ways of significantly improving our abilities, at will.Palyne_Gaenir: Your comments about all of us being 'connected all the time' in relation to the quantum model seem to support Dr. May's Decision Augmentation Theory (DAT.) Do you have an opinion on DAT and its larger implications if it's true?Dr._Dean_Radin: DAT is essentially  precognition, so yes in that sense it is true and confirmed by lots of experiments. How does precognition work, is the future fixed or probable, etc., we don't know yet. But that information from the future is available now seems clear. That means with "right timing" you can optimize your results in any experiment (or in life). The constant connection issue here is us connected to ourselves through time. Precognition does not necessarily mean you are connected to *others* through time as well (although I think we are).Palyne_Gaenir: Magic Pill? Begs the question, what about DMT the "Spirit Molecule"? Have you seen any indication there might be compounds that have a psychic effect?Dr._Dean_Radin: There are certainly lots of anecdotal reports that some psychedelics can enhance psi, and even a bit of lab data. But given the difficulty of getting permission to do these studies, we just don't know with any certainty. My guess is that the effects that people report are a mixture of genuinely enhanced psi plus a great deal of distortion and psychological projection. It would be great to do studies with these substances, legally so we can publish them.Palyne_Gaenir: What are your thoughts on the idea of a "psi- conducive state" as discussed by William Braud?Dr._Dean_Radin: Some experimenters have the magic touch. They clearly are doing something that is psi conducive. Others have the "oh no you don't" touch, and around them nothing happens. Sociological studies have begun to scratch the surface of what's going on here. My guess is that it is heavily influenced by interpersonal dynamics. (I spend an enormous amount of preparation time before a subject enters my lab because I've learned that set and settings are crucial components in every experiment, especially psi experiments.)Palyne_Gaenir: 'The subtly of consciousness and its apparent ability to influence dynamic physical systems (i.e. wave/particle duality) indicates that consciousness should be classified too alongside gravity, electromagnetism, strong nuclear and weak nuclear 
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Forces.' Is this something that you agree with, or do you think there is too much magical thinking around and not enough fact, to currently support this kind of statement?Dr._Dean_Radin: I think I do agree with it, although my present bias is that consciousness is more fundamental than the four forces. I'm doing an experiment now that is testing this idea.Palyne_Gaenir: Can you tell us about the experiment, or do you prefer to wait till it's published?Dr._Dean_Radin: It's using an optical double-slit system to test whether consciousness collapses the quantum wave function. A second study is testing whether intention can influence the speed of light. Both are looking at the possibility that what is considered fundamental (forces, effects, etc.) can be modulated via mind. Results so far for the quantum collapse study is very promising. For the speed of light, nothing to report yet.Palyne_Gaenir: You said about psi that "At extreme levels it can drive you nuts." Has there been any study made in Mental Institutions, to find patients with strong psychic abilities?Dr._Dean_Radin: It would be great to work with schizophrenics, but gaining permission (as with drug studies) is near impossible. So they haven't been done. There have been studies done with patients with dementia, and those have show interesting and positive results (PK RNG studies).Palyne_Gaenir: Do you know of any instance of precognition where the perceiving person had no possibility of feedback? (recorded independently) So this would indicate it is not merely/only a matter of future-self contact one assumes?Dr._Dean_Radin: The one classic case I know of is Pat Price's precog RV where he died before the future "answer" was known. To do this type of study requires the subject to die before receiving feedback, so as you can imagine it's been difficult to recruit volunteers!Palyne_Gaenir: I heard a rumor once that you were doing some work with viewer Joe McMoneagle on some kind of technology target (like something that didn't yet exist or wasn't fully understood). Can you tell us anything about that?Dr._Dean_Radin: Joe did a series of RVs on future psi technologies. I have a big batch of drawings and descriptions, one of which I published in Entangled Minds. At time passes they are beginning to make more sense. When he first did these viewings I wasn't sure what to make of them.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you have a working model of psi mechanics based on your studies?
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Dr._Dean_Radin: Not really. Most of my studies are driven by intuition and guesses. I tend to distrust elaborate theories because while they can provide guidance about what's useful to do, they are also blinders. So far my intuition has served me well, so I'll continue along those lines. A kind of proto-theory that guides some of my work is roughly a quantum holistic model, but I don't defend that too strongly. It's just a way of thinking.Palyne_Gaenir: Parapsychology has some substantial schisms in perspective (like all fields I suppose). One I see getting more pronounced is that related to RNG. Dr. Nelson on one side is all about it being a pk mass effect. Dr. May on the other side is all about it being an experimenter psi effect. Do you have a view on this subject?Dr._Dean_Radin: I think analyses of the global consciousness project data, by Peter Bancel, are showing that it is not "just" an experimenter effect. There may be elements of that in their, but other aspects have shown up, like meaningful correlations among the RNGs in different cities, that doesn't fit experimenter effect models very well. My bias is that something like PK *does* exist, so I'm more open to some RNG effects (and others as well) are due to PK and not just DAT-like fortuitous timing and etc.Palyne_Gaenir: Does the presentiment effect provide any indication of "where" the psi stimulus is first detected?Dr._Dean_Radin: Rollin McCraty's work suggests that it shows up in the heart first, and then the brain. Perhaps. I'm about to start a series of presentiment studies using a 32-channel EEG to see if we can track where pre-stimuli show up first. It's tricky doing this but we'll see. I've also analyzed fMRI data to see if the location could be identified, and there are some brain structures that are more involved than others, but I'm not sure that means much.Palyne_Gaenir: Was the psi technology described (ref McMoneagle) meant to increase ones psi ability?Dr._Dean_Radin: No, it was an electronic means of reliably detecting intention from a distance. I expect that the operator of such a device would be selected for talent. Not useful for Joe Sixpack off the street.Palyne_Gaenir: We often speak of mind and the brain.  Does mind reside in the brain?   Do you think the entire body (all the nerves, etc) is the real seat of the mind?Dr._Dean_Radin: I think the evidence suggests that mind is not identical to brain/body. Related yes, but not the same. While we are alive and embodied the mind and brain/body may be complementary and inseparable, so we can't just study one without the other. But 
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e.g. RV would not be predicted at all based on what we know about the brain & body.Palyne_Gaenir: What are your thoughts on the idea of consciousness survival of bodily death?Dr._Dean_Radin: I recently gave a workshop on this topic and in preparation I reviewed a big batch of the literature. Some intriguing evidence.  If  this were a court of law that we could say the jury is still out but that there is reason to continue looking very seriously. One of the problems, as Charley Tart has said, is that we find it difficult to imagine what *could* survive, and what survival even means for a disembodied mind.Palyne_Gaenir: Do you see the scientific community at large beginning to accept that there is in fact repeatable psi effects?Dr._Dean_Radin: Privately and quietly, yes. Publicly, no. It's still very dangerous for one's academic career to merely mention interest in this area. The academic situation is better in the UK than most other countries. In the US it is paradoxically the kiss of death among your peers but the public  (and students) love it.Palyne_Gaenir: You've worked with remote viewing in the past. What do you see as the biggest hindrance in the subjects' performance of this? (Or to translate, what would you recommend against, for viewers working on their skill?)Dr._Dean_Radin: Anxiety gets in the way. Trying to hard gets in the way. Expecting Technicolor otherworldly experiences gets in the way. Except for a very few people, these perceptions are very subtle. In my own experience I've found that meditation is useful because it helps alleviate anxiety, striving, expectations, etc.Palyne_Gaenir: We have another area where our guests have disagreed so much it's confusing. This is the area of 'practice' of psychic functioning over the long term. Some have said practice makes no difference to measured skill. Some suggest practice all the time. In your observation of psychic subjects, have you seen any (even subjectively measured) signs of improvement in them over time?Dr._Dean_Radin: No. It seems you need some talent to being with, and then practice like mad anyway. E.g., at concert musician level you practice constantly. Why? Because you need to stay in shape so your body can follow what your mind tells it to do. Same for RV, you have to start with some talent, but you also have to practice so your mind does what your intention wants it to do. Otherwise it's use it or lose it. True for RV as well as music instruments or sports.Palyne_Gaenir: Are the concepts of presentiment and subjective reality related, do you 
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think?Dr._Dean_Radin: Not sure what that Q meansPalyne_Gaenir: What do you think of the concept of 'subjective reality'?Dr._Dean_Radin: Again, not sure what that means. All subjective experience is a projection of our mind.Palyne_Gaenir: Might reality be more subjective than objective?Dr._Dean_Radin: Oh. Well, our subjective expectations, wants, needs, etc., do seem to modulate objective (meaning consensus) reality. But which comes first, or is primary? I'm not sure. My bias is that consciousness is fundamental, so from that perspective it might seem that subjectivity comes first, but we don't understand the subjective/objective split well enough to know.Palyne_Gaenir: You've been working in research related to anomalous stuff a long time. What are your views on things like UFOs and/or other life forms?Dr._Dean_Radin: I wrote an article on the UFO enigma earlier in the year, and published it in the IONS magazine. My assessment was that something interesting is going on. Possibly but probably not ET, at least not ET in the usual green men from Mars format. I've been influenced mostly by Jacques Vallee on this issue, as I've spoken to Jacques (and Edgar Mitchell) a number of times about this topic.Palyne_Gaenir: If not ET's, you mean more along 'inter-dimensional' lines? Or Jungian 'archetypal' lines?Dr._Dean_Radin: Right. Or ourselves from the future. Or weird stuff that someone is doing on Earth.Palyne_Gaenir: I've read about the 'sine wave' of frequency and the 'beat pattern' of on-off in physics. I read some about Pribram and Bohm's work. It led me to wonder, do you think some psi info could be 'reading between the lines of reality' - something 'between the beats' so to speak of reality as we experience it, yet just as real in its own way?Dr._Dean_Radin: Mitchell's concept of the "quantum hologram" is, very roughly, something like that idea.Palyne_Gaenir: Wow. Well the questions snowballed halfway in, so we have a ton left, but that just proves you're a VERY interesting guest! Thank you so much for taking this time 
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with us Dr. Radin. We really appreciate your approachability as a scientist -- and the cogent thinking that allows a paragraph response for every question (really, that's amazing).Dr._Dean_Radin: My pleasure! I rarely get questions that someone hasn't asked, so I've been thinking about these things for some time... I'll be at the Parapsychological Association conference in Seattle in early August, then will be taking a "Consciousness Cruise" to Alaska in early September (giving some talks on the cruise), then there's a conference in October. I try to post my schedule on my website: www.deanradin.com.[end chat, July 18, 2009 at 5:30pm Eastern Time]
This interview is a part of the REMOTE VIEWING EXPO JULY 2009 held by TKR, the Ten 
Thousand Roads Remote Viewing and Dowsing Project. Expo: http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/ . The page for Dr. Radin's materials/info is http://www.dojopsi.com/rvexpo/DrRadin/. To talk more about this conference or its ideas, visit the TKR Remote Viewing Forum at http://www.dojopsi.info/forum/. To try some hands-on remote viewing, visit Viewer Studios and RV Galleries at TKR at the Dojo Psi, at http://www.dojopsi.com/tkr/. To casual chat with other viewers, visit us Monday nights 8:30-10:30pm Eastern at http://www.dojopsi.com/chat/.
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